Reflectivity measurements on single-crystal Cr2O3 have been made at room temperature in the wavelength range 1 to 45 μ. A classical oscillator analysis of the data has determined the frequencies, strengths and linewidths of the optical-lattice vibration modes with dipole moment vibrating parallel and perpendicular to the c axis. The modes vibrating parallel to the c axis occur at 538 and 613 cm−1. Those vibrating perpendicular to the c axis occur at 417, 444, 532, and 613 cm−1. Forbidden modes, believed to be caused by surface shear strains, have been observed. Vibration frequencies of long-wavelength longitudinal modes corresponding to the transverse vibration frequencies quoted above were calculated from the zeros of the real part of the dielectric constant. These values offer excellent experimental verification of the generalized Lyddane-SachsTeller equation derived by Kurosawa and by Cochran and Cowley. Comparison of the transverse-optic-mode frequencies of Cr2O3 with those of α−Al2O3 shows a considerable increase in force constants for the former, probably due to increased covalent bonding in Cr2O3.
INTRODUCTION
'HE purpose of this investigation was to characterize the infrared optical lattice modes of Cr2Q3 from a classical oscillator analysis of its reQectivity data. This analysis in turn determined the static and high-frequency dielectric constants (eo and e ) for the two cases of dipole moment vibrating parallel and perpendicular to the c axis of the crystal. The CGect of magnetic ordering on the rcQectivity was investigated by performing all measurements at room temperature and at 313'K (above the Neel temperature of 307'K)' but no slgnlicant difference was ascertained.
Much work has been done on the optical properties of n-A40s (corundum, to be referred to just as AI~Os in the following), in particular by Barker. ' Since CrsOs and A12Q3 have nearly identical crystal structure, one would expect comparable results. The syinmetry of these lattices predicts' two infrared active modes when the electric vector is parallel to the c axis of the crystal (&~~C) and four active modes EJ C. The experiments with AI203 and this work both detect these modes along with several forbidden modes.
The most elementary approach to the optical properties of ionic crystals is to consider a single classical oscillator and solve the equations of motion to obtain the Lorentz formulas for the real Is; 50- ' The weak (forbidden-model peak at 24' in the E~~C spectrum ( Fig. 1) appears to be genuine and is not the result of the appearance of the stronger (allowed mode) peak in the EJ C spectrum (Fig. 2) Table I do not include an estimate of errors due to surface condition.
The absorption of infrared light by ionic crystals is strongly peaked at vTo. Absorption measurements by others" on variously prepared powders of Cr203 have detected three or four infrared absorption bands at frequencies close to some of the vTo's of the allowed modes listed in Table I , but there is certainly no oneto-one correspondence due to difFiculties in ma, king measurements on powders. 
Application of (7) to the frequencies listed in Table I produced the gratifying results given in Table III . This analysis admittedly does not serve as an individual check on the frequencies of each mode but offers experimental verification of (7). 
